
Purpose is a powerful motivator, for educators and their students. Using
the power of storytelling, brain science, and authentic learning, Trevor
shares inspirational stories and researched-based strategies to help
teachers achieve true student engagement. Educators leave with proven
practices to design authentic learning experiences, motivation to foster
deeper student connections, and a compelling reminder of the impact
they have on their students’ lives.

A strong why allows us to withstand any how. This keynote
explores how having and articulating a greater underlying purpose
to work inspires deeper engagement and more joy in the process,
for students and educators. Using research and storytelling, Trevor
helps educators understand how embedding purpose in curriculum,
relationships, and their own careers can have a profound impact
on their students and themselves.

However, by learning their stories, building trust, and engaging them

practices to create an engaged and meaningful classroom for all students.

Some students are written off as “bad kids” or “too far gone.” School
and home experiences have made them difficult to reach and teach.

authentically in the classroom, connections can be made and futures
can be changed. With inspiration and instruction, Trevor shares proven

A recent US survey shows that the main reason people are fired
from their jobs is that they lack soft skills: critical thinking,
communication, collaboration, adaptability, and confidence. Trevor
equips teachers to craft learning experiences so that students
develop these critical skills while learning 'hard skills’ and academic
content. Students do purposeful work while becoming better
communicators, collaborators, problem solvers, and citizens.



Trevor inspires and equips educators with actionable ideas and proven
best practices to facilitate successful collaboration. Authenticity and
trust are the heart of strong student teamwork. When students are
engaged in meaningful, relevant group work, collaboration is no longer a
struggle but transforms into an anticipated, dynamic practice with rich
outcomes and deeper learning.

Research shows that service learning has a dynamic impact on students’
social, emotional, behavioral, and cognitive development. Essentially,
acts of service should be a crucial part of every classroom. In this
keynote, Trevor shares how to design service-based learning experiences
in any content area in order to enhance student-learning as well as the
communities they live in.

Authentic learning leads to deeper learning. When used with intentionality,
technology can help enhance authenticity and give tangible purpose to
student work. This session is about how certain technologies can be used
to enhance authenticity in the classroom, assist students in meaningful
work, and teach them skills they will need the rest of their lives.



In this workshop, Trevor teaches how to make discussion a
bedrock of learning. As your students learn essential
conversation skills, their academic performance increases as
well. Whether a kindergarten or 12th grade teacher, a math or
English teacher, participants will be equipped with new
inspiration, ideas, and strategies to teach their students how to
have rich class discussions.

purposeful and authentic motivators, educators can design
personalized projects to help each one of their students learn
and grow. This workshop is hands-on and simulates a PBL
project as participants collaboratively plan their own projects.

This Project Based Learning workshop is about learning
concrete methods, practices, and resources to meet the social
and emotional needs of students in a PBL classroom. Using

Learn how to tie literacy and a love of reading into authentic
learning experiences. This workshop explores strategies and
practices to help students grow as readers and critical thinkers

strategies to talk about the reading in engaging and authentic
ways.

during Project Based Learning projects. We’ll discuss how
to plan literacy activities during projects, as well as discussion

All moreworkshops can be converted to a concise keynote.
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Teachers will:
-Learn classroom management strategies
-Discover ways to engage students
-Rethink parent communication
-Uncover the deep purpose of their
work

The goal of the 1 Day workshop is for teachers to leave
feeling inspired, empowered, and equipped to plan and
execute projects in their own classrooms. Along with the
understanding of why PBL has a place in their classrooms,
participants will begin planning their own projects based on
standards from their specific grade level and content areas.
Teachers leave the 2 Day workshop with a fully planned PBL
project.

Learn how to tie literacy and a love of reading into authentic
learning experiences. This workshop explores strategies and
practices to help students grow as readers and critical thinkers

strategies to talk about the reading in engaging and authentic
ways.

during Project Based Learning projects. We’ll discuss how
to plan literacy activities during projects, as well as discussion

All moreworkshops can be converted to a concise keynote.
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-Brainstorming project ideas
-Creating authentic connections to content standards
-Designing authentic assessments
-In-class coaching on project launches
-Coaching on project management
-Project reflection and making iterations

-Student engagement
-Teacher wellness
-Collaboration
-Pedagogy & Curriculum Design
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